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Abstract
Aims/hypothesis Knowledge of number, size and content of
insulin secretory granules is pivotal for understanding the
physiology of pancreatic beta cells. Here we re-evaluated
key structural features of rat beta cells, including insulin
granule size, number and distribution as well as cell size.
Methods Electron micrographs of rat beta cells fixed either
chemically or by high-pressure freezing were compared using
a high-content analysis approach. These data were used to
develop three-dimensional in silico beta cell models, the slic-
ing of which would reproduce the experimental datasets.
Results As previously reported, chemically fixed insulin
secretory granules appeared as hollow spheres with a mean
diameter of ∼350 nm. Remarkably, most granules fixed by
high-pressure freezing lacked the characteristic halo be-
tween the dense core and the limiting membrane and were
smaller than their chemically fixed counterparts. Based on
our analyses, we conclude that the mean diameter of rat
insulin secretory granules is 243 nm, corresponding to a
surface area of 0.19 μm
2. Rat beta cells have a mean volume
of 763 μm
3 and contain 5,000–6,000 granules.
Conclusions/interpretation A major reason for the lower
meangranulenumber/ratbetacellrelativetopreviousaccounts
is a reduced estimation of the mean beta cell volume. These
findings imply that each granule contains about twofold more
insulin, while its exocytosis increases membrane capacitance
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Abbreviations
2D Two-dimensional
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HCA High-content image analysis
HPF High-pressure freezing
ISG Insulin secretory granule
OMD Observed mean diameter
OSD Observed size distribution
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
TMD True mean diameter
TSD True size distribution
Introduction
The insulin secretory granules (ISGs) are the most character-
istic organelles of pancreatic beta cells. In electron micro-
graphs of aldehyde-fixed specimens, ISGs appear as spheres
with a diameter of 289–357 nm [1–4]. With stereological
techniques, beta cells have been estimated to contain 0.9×
10
4 to 1.3×10
4 ISGs [1–4]. Chemical fixation, however, can
induce morphological alterations [5, 6], especially due to
dehydration [7]. In contrast, cryofixation achieves a more
even fixation within milliseconds [8]. High-pressure freezing
(HPF) is regarded as the best cryofixation method because of
its greater depth of optimal freezing and reliability [8–10].
In this study, the combination of HPF, high-content im-
age analysis (HCA) and in silico modelling allowed us to re-
evaluate key features of rat beta cells, including their size
and the size and number of their ISGs.
Methods
Islet isolation and cell culture Pancreatic islets were isolated
from four 8-week-old (200–250 g) female Wistar rats as de-
scribed [11] ,p o o l e da n dt h e nc u l t u r e df o r2 4hi n5 . 5m m o l /
l glucose. Mouse glucagonoma alpha-TC9 cells and rat insuli-
noma INS-1 cells were cultured as described [12, 13].
Chemical fixation Isolated islets, alpha-TC9 and INS-1 cells
were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mol/l cacodylate
buffer at room temperature for 2 h and processed for Epon
embedding according to standard protocols [13].
High-pressure freezing Isolated islets, alpha-TC9 and INS-1
cells grown on sapphire discs (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,
Germany) were incubated with 20% BSA in culture medium
for 5 min and then high-pressure frozen using the
EMPACT2 + RTS (Leica Microsystems) [14]. Samples
were transferred to a freeze substitution device (AFS; Leica
Microsystems) for embedding in Epon [14] (electronic sup-
plementary material [ESM] Table 1).
Transmission electron microscopy Ultrathin (70 nm) sec-
tions counterstained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate
were viewed with a Tecnai 12 Biotwin Transmission Elec-
tron Microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) with
a bottom-mount 2×2K F214 CCD camera (TVIPS, Gauting,
Germany). Micrographs of beta and alpha-TC9 cells were
taken at 6,800 and 11,000 magnifications, respectively.
Composite images of one or more complete cells were
collected with automated acquisition and stitching software
(EM menu 3, TVIPS).
High-content image analysis Beta cells were recognised as
light cells having a nucleus and at least one granule with an
electron-dense core surrounded by halo and membrane.
Their plasma membranes and nuclear borders were manual-
ly marked in transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
micrographs. Scanned images were elaborated with ImageJ
(National Insitutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) to gen-
erate a mask of the cell and the nucleus, and imported into
Developer XD (Definiens, Munich, Germany) [15]. With a
script developed in Developer XD, ISGs were automatically
identified as objects inside the cell mask with an electron-
dense core (variables listed in ESM Methods 1). Hierarchi-
cal connection allowed the distinction of two classes of
core-containing objects: cores with (ISGs
[Halo+]) or without
(ISGs
[Halo−]) a surrounding halo and membrane. The soft-
ware also calculated the proximity of core-containing
objects to the plasma membrane, thus identifying one class
of cores and one of granules whose distance from the
plasma membrane was smaller than their major radius.
Slicing of in silico three-dimensional beta cells Based on
the data from HPF or chemically fixed specimens, we gen-
erated two in silico beta cell models. The HPF beta cell
model was a prolate ellipsoid with axes a0b08.1 μm<c0
22.1 μm and a spherical nucleus with diameter Dn05.6 μm.
The nucleus was displaced from the cell centre by (c/4)
along the long axis of the ellipsoid, as observed in real beta
cells. Each in silico beta cell was then cut such that its
nucleus was visible in the resulting quasi-two-dimensional
(2D) slice, where its apparent diameter was restricted to be
larger than Dn/2. Sectioning of the beta cell in random
directions generated a diversity of slices with thickness of
70 nm like experimental slices.
1014 Diabetologia (2012) 55:1013–1023Definition of granule true size distribution As ISGs are
larger than 70 nm, they are cut at different positions. Even if
all ISGs were identical in size, their apparent size difference
would result in an observed size distribution (OSD). The true
size distribution (TSD) was reconstructed from the OSD using
an algorithminspiredbyWeibel[16],whichassumedspherical
ISGs. For a sphere of any size, the apparent size distribution
upon slicing (refSD) is known, which allows reconstruction of
the TSD from the empirical OSD (ESM Methods 2).
Statistical analysis The OSDs were compared using the
non-parametric two-samples Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,
where the p value and statistics (D) were provided (ESM
Methods 3). Data are expressed as mean ± SD.
Results
HPF-fixed insulin granules lack a prominent halo Betacells
account for 65–75% of the rat islet cells [17]. By electron
microscopy, they appear lighter than alpha cells [18]( E S M
Fig. 1a) and their ISGs have a unique morphology (Fig. 1a).
Upon aldehyde fixation, these appear spherical with an
electron-dense core separated from the confining membrane
byanelectron-transparenthalo(Fig.1a,inset).Granulesofthe
other islet endocrine cells lack a similar halo. Strikingly, beta
cells fixed by HPF and embedded in Epon appeared different.
Their plasma membrane and all intracellular compartments
were sharper, while the grey intensity of their cytoplasm was
more homogeneous than in chemically fixed samples, espe-
ciallybecauseofthelackofelectron-transparentareas(Fig.1b
and ESM Fig. 1a). Most ISGs lacked a halo or this was of
intermediate electron density, suggestinga proteinaceous con-
tent (Fig. 1b, inset). The occurrence of some ISGs with a
prominent halo nevertheless enabled the unequivocal recog-
nition of beta cells (Fig. 1b, ESM Fig. 1a). As in primary beta
cells, ISGs of HPF, Epon-embedded INS-1 cells were
more electron dense than those of chemically fixed INS-
1c e l l sa n dl a c k e dt h et y p i c a lh a l o( E S MF i g .2). Insulin
immunolabelling of HPF-fixed INS-1 cells indicated that
this was only positive upon embedding in Lowicryl
(ESM Fig. 3). However, the ultrastructural integrity of
these cells was unsatisfactorycomparedwith Epon-embedded
HPF INS-1 cells (ESM Fig. 2b ) .H e n c e ,a l ls u b s e q u e n t
analyses were performed in Epon-embedded islets after
fixation with aldehydes or HPF.
The automated recognition of insulin granules is reliable
Electronmicrographsofbetacellsfixedeitherchemically(69)
or by HPF (64) from two independent sets were selected for
semi-automated HCA. Using algorithms in Developer XD,
we developed a protocol for the computer-assisted segmenta-
tionofbetacellimagesandtheidentificationofISGs(Fig.2a–
d). We quantified 24 variables in each cell, including number,
size and electron density of the ISGs as well as their position
relative to the plasma membrane and the nucleus (ESM Meth-
ods 1). The essential variable for automated recognition of
ISGs was the presence of an electron-dense core. With this
procedure, ISGs were classified as cores lacking (ISG
[Halo−],
Fig. 2e)o rp o s s e s s i n g( I S G
[Halo+], Fig. 2f–g) a surrounding
halo and a membrane. ISG
[Halo+] were further divided into
those with a continuous membrane profile (Fig. 2f)o ro n l ya
partial membrane profile (Fig. 2g). In many cases, the soft-
warecould‘fill’suchmembranediscontinuities.Notably,only
2%ofHPF-fixedISGs showeda membranediscontinuity that
could not be automatically ‘closed’,c o m p a r e dw i t h2 2 %o f
chemically fixed ISGs. This suggests that rupture of the ISG
membrane was much less common upon HPF than chemical
fixation. In the following analysis, however, ISG
[Halo+] were
considered as a single category because the lack of a contin-
uous membrane profile is an artefact.
We verified the reliability of our approach by comparing
the numbers of ISGs automatically recognised by the soft-
ware and by conventional visual inspection. This analysis,
which was performed in a blind manner by a member of our
team (JD) who had not been involved in developing the
protocol for HCA, was carried out on the first set of images
including 35 HPF-fixed and 34 chemically fixed beta cells
(Fig. 2h). HCA systematically underestimated the manual
counting in HPF and chemically fixed samples by 17.4±
13.1% and 17.2±17.4%, respectively. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between the two measurements was 0.96
(Fig. 2i), indicating the reliability of the automated counting
method. The systematic underscoring of this protocol
resulted from the high stringency of the rule set for the
automated ISG recognition and classification.
Detection of more granules in HPF-fixed beta cells than in
chemically fixed beta cells Weanalysedtwoindependentsets
ofbetacellimagesforeachfixationmethod.The resultsofthe
Fig. 1 Appearance of ISGs in chemically and HPF fixed beta cells.
Representative electron micrographs of beta cells in isolated pancreatic
islets fixed either chemically (a) or with HPF (b); scale bars on the
bottom left: 4 μm. The insets show a higher magnification (×3 the
original) of the areas marked with a dashed rectangle. In (a), asterisks
identify ‘ghost’ ISGs. In (b), arrows point to ISGs with halos
Diabetologia (2012) 55:1013–1023 1015two experimental sets are shown in ESM Table 2 and ESM
Figs 4 and 5. The number of ISGs counted in 64 HPF-fixed
beta cells was 6,577 compared with 6,013 in 69 chemically
fixed beta cells (Table 1). The detection of fewer ISGs in the
latter may correlate with the presence of numerous vacuoles
(Fig. 1a, asterisks), which were absent from HPF-fixed beta
cells. Given their abundance and morphology, these vacuoles
are conceivably ISG ‘ghosts’ that had lost their dense core
during the specimen processing. The ISG
[Halo+] were fewer in
HPF-fixed (1,186 granules; 18.0%) than in chemically fixed
(3,858 granules, 64.2%) beta cells.
Insulin granules are smaller in HPF-fixed than in chemi-
cally fixed beta cells To investigate the cause of these
Fig. 2 Automated recognition of ISGs for HCA. Representative images
illustrating the object detection with automated HCA. a,c Detection of
insulin cores and the surrounding halo in chemical and HPF fixed beta
cells, respectively. Colour code: red, nucleus; light blue, cytoplasm; dark
blue, insulin cores; yellow, halo; blue, ISG proximal to the plasma
membrane, i.e. with the centre of the core being closer to the plasma
membrane than the mean ISG radius. Scale bars: 2 μm. b,d Detection of
ISGswith halo inchemical andHPF fixed beta cells,respectively.Colour
code: red, nucleus; light blue, cytoplasm; dark blue, ISG with halo but
non-closed membrane; light green, ISG with halo and closed membrane.
Scale bars 2 μm. e–g Examples of insulin cores (e), ISG with halo and
closed membrane (f) and ISG with halo but non-closed membrane (g).
h Comparison of manual vs automated scoring of 69 TEM micrographs.
The squares and diamonds represent the number of ISGs counted either
manually or automatically, respectively. i Pearson’s correlation test be-
tween the manual and the automated scoring of ISGs. The high correla-
tion (r00.96) indicates the consistency of the automated scoring with the
manual counting
Table 1 ISG counting in TEM images of beta cells fixed by the HPF or chemical method
Fixation n Total ISG ISG
[Halo−] % ISG
[Halo−] ISG
[Halo+] % ISG
[Halo+]
HPF 64 6577 5391 82.0 1186 18.0
Chemical 69 6013 2155 35.8 3858 65.2
The number of evaluated slices, the total number of ISGs with (ISG
[Halo+]) and without (ISG
[Halo−]) halo, and their respective percentages are
provided separately for the HPF and chemical fixation methods. These values correspond to the sum of two independent section series, the
respective results of which are shown in ESM Table 2
1016 Diabetologia (2012) 55:1013–1023discrepancies, we measured the observed mean diameter
(OMD) and OSD of the dense cores and the ISG limiting
membrane in both specimen types. As the true mean diam-
eter (TMD) of ISGs is larger than the slice thickness of
70 nm, the ISG section will appear smaller than or equal
to its real three-dimensional (3D) size. The number of ob-
served ISGs was statistically sufficient to reconstruct their
TMD and TSD from the OMD and OSD using an iterative
algorithm (ESM 2). The dense core OMDs in HPF and
chemically fixed ISGs were 210±57 and 195±52 nm (D0
0.1516, p<2.0×10
−32), respectively, corresponding to
TMDs of 222±51 and 204±47 nm, respectively (Fig. 3a–
d). The ratio of the core major and minor axes in HPF and
chemically fixed ISGs was 1.13 and 1.11, respectively,
indicating the nearly spherical geometry of ISGs. The
OMDs of HPF and chemically fixed ISGs were 235±80
and 307±103 nm (D00.3833, p<2.0×10
−32), respectively.
The corresponding TMDs were 243±73 and 313±108 nm,
respectively (Fig. 3e–h). The large difference between the
TMDs of HPF and chemically fixed ISGs resulted from the
dominant contribution of ISG
[Halo+] in chemically fixed
specimens. Conversely, the OMDs of HPF and chemically fixed
ISG
[Halo+] were very close, being 347±68 and 364±71 nm
(D00.0980, p04.692×10
−8), respectively, corresponding to
TMDs of 378±58 and 394±63 nm.
The OSD and TSD of chemically fixed ISGs were bi-
modal, reflecting the abundance of both ISG
[Halo−] and
ISG
[Halo+] and their significant size difference (Fig. 3g,h).
The OSD and TSD of HPF-fixed ISGs were instead mono-
modal, albeit skewed to the right by the minor fraction of
ISG
[Halo+] (Fig. 3e,f, ESM Fig. 4c,d). Notably, the OSDs
and TSDs of the cores were monomodal, regardless of the
fixation type (Fig. 3a–d, ESM Figs 4a, b, 5a, b).
To test whether the different appearance and size distri-
bution of chemically and HPF fixed ISGs resulted from a
generalised shrinkage upon HPF fixation, we compared
nuclear and cell sizes. The cell major (12.54±3.29 vs
12.50±2.80 μm, D00.1386, p00.5154) and minor (7.74±
2.0 vs 8.49±1.47 μm, D00.3306, p00.000988) axes as well
as the nuclear major (5.35±1.51 vs 5.36±1.31 μm, D0
0.0865, p00.9568) and minor (4.22±1.18 vs 4.52±
1.18 μm, D00.1816, p00.2009) axes of HPF and chemi-
cally fixed beta cells did not significantly differ except for
<10% in the cell minor axis. If the smaller size of HPF-fixed
ISGs was due to general shrinkage, HPF-fixed cells should
have been comparably smaller. Hence the alternative expla-
nation is that chemical fixation causes swelling of ISGs.
Chemical fixation enlarges granules irrespective of their
cargo To test whether chemical fixation enlarges granules
irrespective of their cargo, we analysed glucagon secretory
granules (GSGs) in alpha-TC9 cells, a prototypic model of
peptide-secreting endocrine cells other than beta cells. The
choice of a cell line rather than primary cells precluded any
doubt about the identity of the cells and their cargo. Alpha-
TC9 cells were fixed chemically or by HPF. As expected,
Fig. 3 Observed and true size distributions of electron-dense cores and
ISGs. a–d OSD (a,c) and TSD (b,d) of electron-dense cores for HPF
(a,b) and chemical (c,d) fixation. e–h OSD (e,g) and TSD (f,h) of ISGs
for HPF (e,f) and chemical (g,h) fixation. The y axes show the per-
centage of the cores and the granules in each bin. Hence, the total area
under each curve equals 100%
Diabetologia (2012) 55:1013–1023 1017GSGs did not display a prominent halo (Fig. 4a,b) and the
OSDs and TSDs were monomodal (Fig. 4c–f)i r r e s p e c t i v eo f
the fixation method. However, chemically fixed GSGs were
significantly larger than HPF-fixed GSGs (125±17 vs 107±
14 nm, D00.3501, p02.762×10
−32;E S MT a b l e3). These
findingssupportthesuggestionthatchemicalfixationprompts
the swelling of granules regardless of their peptide content.
Development of 3D in silico beta cell models consistent with
2D experimental data Rat beta cells have been estimated to
have a mean diameter of 13.2 μm[ 4] (ESM Table 4). This
value is close to the cell major axis measured here (Table 2,
2D Cell Lmaj). However, beta cells are clearly anisotropic,
with their minor axis being considerably shorter than their
major axis (Table 2). The information about the ISGs
Fig. 4 Appearance and size
distributions of GSGs in
chemically and HPF fixed
glucagonoma cells.
Representative electron
micrographs of mouse alpha-
TC9 glucagonoma cells fixed
either chemically (a) or with
HPF (b) (scale bars: 900 nm).
OSD (c,e) and TSD (d,f)o f
electron-dense cores for HPF
(c,d) and chemical (e,f) fixa-
tion. The y axes show the per-
centage of the cores in each bin.
Hence the total area under each
curve equals 100%
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of a spherical geometry for estimating 3D quantities from
quasi-2D TEM images, including mean beta cell size, number
of ISGs/cell and distribution of ISGs, can be misleading.
Based on the data collected by HCA, we developed an in
silico 3D model of a beta cell fixed by HPF or chemically
(Table 2). Both models were sectioned as the experimental
specimens to verify whether the in silico slices reproduced the
experimental quasi-2D images (Fig. 5a,b). In the following,
we report the values derived from the HPF-based in silico 3D
model of an average beta cell unless specified otherwise.
To generate an in silico beta cell, we first defined its
shape and size. As beta cells were elongated in 2D images,
the HPF-fixed beta cell was modelled as a prolate ellipsoid
with axes a0b08.12 μm<c022.1 μm, and a spherical nu-
cleus with diameter of 5.59 μm (Table 2). The cell dimen-
sions were chosen such that in silico slicing led to axis and
diameter distributions matching those observed experimen-
tally (ESM Fig. 6). The success of this fitting justified a
posteriori the choice of an ellipsoidal shape and was not
achieved starting from a spherical cell. The surface area and
volume of the HPF beta cell model were 466 μm
2 and
763 μm
3, respectively, with a nucleus of 91 μm
3.
Next, ISGs were incorporated into the in silico HPF
beta cell. Because of their almost circular appearance in
electron micrographs, ISGs were approximated as
spheres of different sizes using the TSD defined above
(Fig. 3f). The spatial distribution of ISGs was recon-
structed through an iterative fitting procedure, as their
apparent distance from the plasma membrane in 2D
micrographs differs from their true distance in 3D. After
slicing of the in silico beta cell (Fig. 5b), the ISG
distribution of distances from the plasma membrane
(Fig. 5c) was fitted to the experimental 2D distribution
(ESM Fig. 7). ISGs were then inserted into the in silico
beta cell according to the reconstructed spatial distribu-
tion (Fig. 5d). Hence, slicing of the in silico beta cell
generated (1) the distribution of major and minor cell
axes (Table 2, ESM Fig. 6), (2) the OSD (ESM Fig. 7)
and (3) the distribution of ISG distances from the plas-
ma membrane (ESM Fig. 8), all of which matched the
experimental results.
The experimental data are statistically sufficient for in silico
beta cell analysis To determine the number of experimental
slices needed for statistical reliability, we generated in silico
between 10 and 50,000 slices (ESM Fig. 9). As all analysed
quantities varied <6% when >60 slices were used, the num-
ber of slices collected from HPF (64) and chemically (69)
fixed beta cells was considered to be sufficient.
Fig. 5 In silico slicing of the
HPF beta cell model and ISG
distribution. a Schematic view
of 3D in silico beta cell model.
The nucleus is blue, and ISGs
are green. ISGs intersected by
the slice depicted in black are
red. b In silico slice. c Apparent
distance of ISGs from the
plasma membrane (PM) in in
silico slices. d ISG density in
the 3D beta cell model.
Changes in the ISG density
were associated with different
cell compartments as indicated
with dotted blue lines
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number of ISGs/beta cell was deduced by fitting the in silico
cytosolic area fraction (cell area without nucleus) that ISGs
occupied to the corresponding experimental value (apparent
Afrac in Table 2). ISGs occupied on average 9.9% and 7.2%
of the cytosolic area and volume of HPF-fixed beta cells,
respectively (Table 2). Our model was reliable, as the
apparent density of ISGs in 70 nm slices of the in silico
beta cell was in agreement with the experimental value
within one standard deviation (Table 2). The mean
number of ISGs in the HPF-fixed beta cell was 4,950,
while in the chemically fixed beta cell it was 3,050.
Taking into account the 17% underestimation of ISG
count by HCA, the HPF and chemically fixed beta cells
contain on average ∼5,800 and ∼3,600 ISGs, respectively.
Independent tests verified that the systematic error of the
automated granule counting on 2D sections did not preclude
the correct extrapolation of granule number in 3D (ESM
Methods 4). This estimate was not significantly influ-
enced by the size variability of the nucleus in different slices
(ESM Methods 5).
Discussion
The rationale of our strategy, its limits and transferability Our
results originated from the integrated application of three
state-of-the-art methodologies, namely HPF electron
microscopy, semi-automated HCA of digital TEM images
and in silico cell modelling. The outcome is a quantitative
view of rat ISGs and beta cells that diverges substantially
from previous accounts (ESM Table 3). The transferability
of our findings to ISGs and beta cells in other species
remains to be established.
Cryofixation, especially HPF, preserves all cellular com-
partments better than chemical fixation [8]. In beta cells, the
typical ISG ‘ghosts’ lacking a dense core were absent, the
number of ISG
[Halo+] was greatly reduced, and organelles
and the entire cytoplasm were more compact and defined
than their chemically fixed counterparts. The semi-
automated HCA of 2D electron microscopy images provid-
ed additional advantages over conventional morphometry.
Not only were ISGs reliably recognised, their coordinates
could be measured relative to all other ISGs, the plasma
membrane and the nucleus. In addition, the apparent size of
the cell and nucleus major and minor axes were precisely
assessed. This information was instrumental for elaborating
an in silico model of an ‘average’ rat beta cell. Thus we
could overcome the major obstacle of morphometry, i.e. the
extrapolation of 3D information from images of quasi-2D
slices. To accurately determine the mean number of ISGs
per beta cell, we generated a 3D beta cell model with
properties that reproduced the experimental dataset upon
in silico slicing. The modelling of the cell as a prolate
ellipsoid, but not as a sphere, was sufficient to consistently
reproduce all experimental data. Notably, our methodology
is applicable to virtually any cell type, the content of which
is deduced from 2D images.
The case of the halo: granule swelling versus shrinkage
HPF-fixed beta cells contained mostly ISG
[Halo−] and fewer
ISG
[Halo+] than chemically fixed cells. As ISG
[Halo+] are the
hallmarkofbetacells,thesefindingswereremarkable,yetvery
robust, being derived from a large number of sections. More-
over, the OMDs of 347±68 and 364±71 nm for ISG
[Halo+] in
HPF and chemically fixed cells were consistent with previous
studies using chemical fixation [1–4], which reported ISG
OMDs in the range 289–357 nm (ESM Table 4).
One explanation for the strikingly different percentage of
ISG
[Halo−] between the two fixation types (Table 1) may be
the extraction of cytosolic material, and hence the shrinkage
of cellular structures upon chemical fixation [19]. If all
cellular structures shrink, while the rigid insulin crystal
(see next paragraph) remains intact, ISG membranes could
be torn apart from the cores. Alternatively, destruction of the
chemiosmotic gradient between the vesicle lumen and the
cytoplasm by chemical fixation, followed by the sudden
entry of water, could cause abrupt swelling of granules,
rupture of their membranes, and the erosion and even com-
plete loss (ISG ‘ghosts’) of their dense core.
As all secretory granules have a chemiosmotic gradient
across their membranes, why is a prominent halo a unique
feature of ISGs? The likely explanation is that insulin, the
major ISG cargo, is the only neuropeptide hormone that
crystallises. Therefore the ISG matrix may be more refrac-
tory to expanding concomitantly with the surrounding mem-
brane than the matrix of other granules. Notably, guinea pig
ISGs, the insulin of which does not crystallise [20], display
only a thin halo [21]. Similar observations were made in
mice lacking prohormone convertase 1/3, which is mainly
responsible for converting proinsulin into insulin [22]. Un-
like insulin, proinsulin may not crystallise [23]. According-
ly, ISGs with limited halo have been regarded as
immature [24]. Hence, our data strongly suggest that
chemical fixation induces expansion of granules and
that the halo is an artefact, the magnitude of which
reflects the different composition and solubility of
cargoes in different endocrine cells (Fig. 6). The pres-
ence of ISG
[Halo+] in HPF beta cells indicates that even
HPF cannot completely prevent this artefact.
The mean ISG diameter of 243 nm implies a mean
surface and volume of 0.19 μm
2 and 7.5×10
6 nm
3, respec-
tively, i.e. only 50% and 34% of the corresponding values
(0.38 μm
2 and 22×10
6 nm
3) for an ISG with a diameter of
348 nm [4]( E S MT a b l e4). Accordingly, about twofold
more granules should undergo exocytosis to account for
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capacitance measurements. High-resolution capacitance in-
dicated that the mean diameter of human ISGs is 305±3 nm
[25]. However, this value was increased by several outlier
events, while the geometric mean was ∼250 nm, which is
close to the diameter calculated here for rat ISGs. Further-
more, our results are consistent with the mean ISG diameter
(245 and 280 nm) reported from two HPF-fixed beta cells
analysed by electron tomography [26].
Beta cells are smaller than assumed The mean surface area
of the in silico beta cell was 466 μm
2. This value is at the
lower limit of the surface area between ∼450 and ∼900 μm
2
estimated through capacitance measurements assuming a ca-
pacitance of 10 fF/μm
2 [27–30]. Such measurements, howev-
er, were obtained from single dispersed beta cells or cells at
the islet margin, whereas our data originate from beta cells in
situ located throughout the islet. The volumes of the in silico
HPF and chemically fixed beta cell models are 763 and
804 μm
3, respectively. These estimates are in good agreement
with the volumes of 610 and 698 μm
3 reported for the two
beta cells reconstructed by 3D tomography [26]. Thus a self-
consistent analysis leads to the conclusion that the mean
volume of rat beta cells is remarkably smaller than the previ-
ously estimated volumes of 1,202–1,434 μm
3,d e p e n d i n go n
the species [1–4]( E S MT a b l e4). These overestimations
resulted from the modelling of beta cells as spheres with
diameters equal to their observed major axis (ESM 6).
The mean number of ISGs/beta cell fixed with HPF was
5,000–6,000, which is ∼50% of the previously assumed
number and close to the mean value (6,420) of the two beta
cells reconstructed by 3D tomography [26]. The smaller
number of ISGs/beta cell is mainly the consequence of the
smaller cell size (ESM 6). Exclusion of the nucleus from the
cell volume further reduced this number. Finally, since the
true density of ISGs is substantially smaller than the appar-
ent density (Table 2), the density of ISGs derived with the
stereological approach was overestimated.
Implications of our findings for beta cells and beyond Based
on the assumptionthat eachbeta cell contains ∼13,000ISGs,it
was concluded that each granule carries ∼2×10
5 insulin mol-
ecules [31]. Following ISG purification on iso-osmotic gra-
dients [32]o ra m p e r o m e t r i cm e a s u r e m e n t s[ 33], it was instead
estimated that each rat ISG contains at most (8–9.6)×10
5
molecules. These values, however, were extrapolated assum-
ingthatratISGshaveameandiameterof342nm,i.e.avolume
of 21×10
6 nm
3. Since a beta cell contains only 5,000–6,000
ISGs, each with a volume of 7.5×10
6 nm
3, these previous
discordant findings can be reconciled, estimating each ISG to
contain ∼(3–4)×10
5 insulin molecules. This conclusion is
relevant for accurate quantification of how different stimuli
affect insulin production and turnover.
On a methodological level, we have combined three
state-of-the-art techniques to achieve the highest degree of
reliability. The greater accuracy of data collected from HPF-
fixed specimens became fully apparent after the HCA and
further elaboration of these data with a 3D agent-based
mathematical model of the beta cell and its organelle con-
tent. The iterative repetition of identical experimental pro-
tocol in silico allowed a consistent 3D interpretation of the
quasi-2D empirical data. Given the improvement in the data
analysis obtained with this approach, its wide application
could be valuable for future quantitative imaging studies.
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Fig. 6 Cartoon of the different size and appearance of granules upon
HPF and chemical fixation. Owing to its crystal core, the matrix of the
chemically fixed insulin granules does not expand concomitantly with
its enclosing membrane. This dissociation is responsible for the gen-
eration of the characteristic halo and, in many instances, for the
complete loss of the cargo during the processing of the samples. In
all other secretory granules, the core swells concomitantly with the
surrounding membrane, explaining the lack of a halo. Swelling is
postulated to rupture the granule membrane, which is due to the limited
elasticity of the lipid bilayer
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